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Dear reader,  
Welcome to the first issue of the       
Holy Mary Times! This magazine     
has a twofold objective.  
Firstly, it seeks to offer students      
across all Key Stages in Secondary      
a space to discuss, explore and feed       
off each other’s ideas, covering a      
broad variety of themes ranging     
from news about school life to      
topics of general interest linked to      
current cultural and scientific    
debates.  
Secondly, it allows students to     
express themselves on a public     
platform shared with their peers,     
thus refining their communication    
skills, in the hope that they will not        
only improve their critical    
understanding of the world, but     
also learn how to engage in      
meaningful, professional and   
sophisticated conversations about   
it.  
We hope you enjoy reading it as       
much as we enjoyed working on it,       
and if you have any comments or       
an interest in joining us, don’t      
hesitate to email Dr Monorchio at      
a.monorchio@hmschool.es.  
Enjoy! 

The Editorial Team 
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BACK TO  
Headgirl Inés Serrano and the     
first half-term back in school.  
 
 
After the longest summer of our lives,       
we finally returned to school. We      
resumed our student life, however so      
different from usual. We started the      
school year having gained a lot in       
quarantine- from backache and new     
glasses to impressive new skills of      
procrastination, along with an    
unprecedented eagerness to get back to      
class.  
 
It took some time to get used to taking         
maths, business, or art at nine o’clock in        
the morning, with a coffee mug in your        
hand and your pyjamas still on; but we        
adapted. We learnt how to make the       
most out of our classes and progressively       
improve our productivity and, with the      
help of our teachers, we overcame the       
challenge that the global pandemic we      
are facing today posed to our education.  
 
Coming back to school was the second       
challenge we had to face. New year, new        
students, and new health restrictions in      
class made our return incomparable to      
what we knew. Getting back to      
face-to-face class with our teachers was      
a relief, but it required us to strive in         
every subject and be the best students we        
could possibly be. That meant leaving      
behind the sluggishness that we had      
embraced into our mornings and the      
lethargy of the endless loop that we had        
entered during quarantine, to develop a      
remarkable maturity and ability to focus,      
and carry on with our courses as if        
nothing ever happened. 

 SCHOOL 
Headboy  Diego Medina report on  
 
 

We can now say, two months later       
and in the middle of a second wave of         
Covid-19, that the students of Holy      
Mary have gained cruising speed, and      
are sailing towards academic success.  
 
However, challenges still lay ahead.     
Quarantine has yet to wish us      
goodbye; year groups are still being      
abruptly confined. And while ten days      
might not seem like a lot, we’ve all        
fallen victims to that temptation of      
“slacking off” before, and the safety      
of our bed is just the right tempter.        
So, we urge every student to learn       
from their mistakes, and learn that      
quarantine is not the school giving us       
a few days off. Your workload will       
just accumulate, it won’t dissolve into      
thin air. And we know that probably       
this is not news for you: no one is a          
stranger to falling behind in school,      
especially since COVID, but our     
future selves will definitely regret     
this. Remember: it’s not about getting      
the highest score in every exam, but       
about doing our best each time.      
Procrastination is your worst enemy     
and COVID is its new sidekick, so       
don’t give in: let’s fight them off! 

mailto:a.monorchio@hmschool.es


 

LIFE IN QUARANTINE 
Valeria Becerra, Pablo Gujarro and Clara Sanz-Magallón, Y8,  report on their experience of life in quarantine. 

 

 
‘Quarantine’: this word might    
remind you of a horrible time      
during which you could only     
stay at home and go out only       
for ‘essential things’, such as     
buying food, going to the     
doctor and… I am afraid the      
list finishes there! 
Nevertheless, I believe we    
should always make the most     
of any situation, so in this      
column I am going to tell you       
how I tried to turn the word       
‘quarantine’ into  
‘quaran-time’. 
In fact, to me, this became the       
perfect time to try new things      
or discover new passions. Who     
knows: maybe you are a great      
chef and you never knew it! 
I discovered that I was good at       
crafting things with my hands:     
this is something I kind of      
always knew I liked, but never      
had enough time for. I also      
wrote more than ever, I had      
lots of time to read and this       
gave me many new ideas and      
inspiration! 
Finally, I will admit that I tried       
to bake cookies two times     
and… unfortunately the result    
turned out to be something     
strange, but I will keep trying! 
 
Quarantine is not ideal, but we      
can try to see the positive      
things. We are very fortunate     
and not everyone has the same      
luck as us! 
 

(Valeria Becerra Santos, Y8) 
  

 
 
Back in March, cases were     
going up, every day there were      
more and more people passing     
away… so they locked us up.      
Days passed, months passed,    
and yet we were still locked      
up. 
People were dismissed from    
their jobs, and time kept     
passing by. It looked as if      
everyday was repeated in a     
loop. 
There was no end. 
For me, the most difficult thing      
was to stay at home, without      
any football training and    
without meeting my friends.    
Nothing ever changed, it felt as      
if everything was always,    
always the same. 
We stopped meeting each    
other face to face- now the era       
of the zoom meetings had     
started. 
School wasn’t the same and     
we missed learning from    
teachers in person. We    
remained in this state for     
months and months,but in the     
end... look at us now! We are       
actually fine, and at least some      
small things, like coming to     
school every day, are back to      
normal...Thank God! 
 

(Pablo Guijarro Costi, Y8) 

 
 
When quarantine started, we    
were very happy that we could      
stay at home; however, as the      
days passed we quickly    
changed our mind. You could     
not go to restaurants, exercise,     
see people… Although   
everyone knows that going to     
school is better than having to      
do online classes, Holy Mary     
did a great job at making      
online classes as good as they      
could be. Teachers were all     
day connected to answer    
questions or explain things,    
and they put lots of effort in       
online classes and were very     
patient. Sometimes your wi-fi    
didn't work and the teachers     
put on some work so you      
didn't miss your lesson. Every     
student in Secondary was    
given a chromebook to    
facilitate online learning and    
be able to connect at any time.       
Online classes were an    
interesting and life-changing   
experience that worked very    
well considering the little time     
that Holy Mary had to prepare      
everything, as quarantine   
happened suddenly, from one    
day to another. Holy Mary     
made online learning   
interesting, simple and   
excellent. 

 
(Clara Sanz-Magallón Duque 

de Estrada, Y8) 
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BACK TO SCHOOL: TIPS AND ADVICES 
Celia Reigada Ortega, Y10, shares her thoughts and suggestions on how to settle back into school smoothly. 

  

After long hours and days the      
moment has arrived: corridors    
between classes have finally    
been filled with students    
rushing from class to class,     
there is real contact between us      
and teachers away from    
screens and, more importantly,    
life looks at least a little bit       
more normal. 
Coming back to school this     
year is a different experience     
compared to other years. We     
have to get used to following      
Covid-19 safety measures at    
all times. Personally, at first, I      
found these new rules and     
habits difficult to follow,    
because I wasn’t used to     
applying them in school. Since     
I think that all of us sometimes       
can forget what situation we     
are in, I wanted to share some       
tips for coming back to school      
in these strange times on the      
basis of what I have been      
learning over the course of     
these months. 
 

1. Catch Up  
In some cases, quarantine and     
online learning might have    
slowed down the rhythm of     
our school work, and at first it       
may seem like it is difficult to       
catch up. It’s therefore very     
important to revise for around     
45 minutes each day, focusing     
on three subjects which you     
feel are most challenging. You     
can write simple notes, read     
over the class work or practise      
with exercises involving that    
topic. This is useful as, when      
exams approach, you will be     

well prepared for them and it      
also helps your brain to come      
back to the “new normality” of      
learning with less effort.  
 

2. Take care of yourself! 
These are strange times that     
can be draining for some     
students. It can affect us in all       
ways and all of them are valid.       
We are living through very     
stressful months, we might feel     
a bit lost and we are only now        
starting to realise what's    
happening. All of these    
feelings can affect the way in      
which we focus in school and      
can make us feel exhausted     
and unmotivated. Because of    
this, we may need to seek help       
and I recommend you rely on      
your parents, a tutor, friends or      
whoever makes you feel safe     
to just express your feelings.     
This will help you ease those      
worries. You should also be     
nice to yourself, for example     
by celebrating small victories.    
Mental health is an essential     
aspect of all human lives and      
especially for teenagers, so it’s     
important that we look after it. 
 

3. Be Responsible! 
We are all trying to stay in       
school as much as possible and      
this can only be possible if all       
of us participate in this effort.      
At first, I wasn’t really used to       
the new rules and safety     
measures. However, I pushed    
myself to become more    
conscientious and to pay more     
attention to what I was doing.      
For example, when I touch     

anything that might belong to     
someone else, I immediately    
then apply hand gel or, when      
greeting someone in school, I     
am careful to respect social     
distance. It can be difficult     
because everything is new to     
us, but if we are all willing to        
do our best, our life in school       
will be easier and safer. 
 
        4.    Be Organized! 
We now don’t have any     
lockers and we are constantly     
carrying books from one place     
to another. A simple way to      
stop losing papers, books and     
notes is to keep a tote bag or        
folder at the side of our tables,       
where we can keep the books      
that we will not be taking      
home. You can also create a      
simple timetable to plan your     
week's homework and   
organize your classes for the     
week on Sunday afternoons. I     
tried this, and it took no longer       
than 10 minutes but it     
improved my week, as I felt      
much more organized and    
reduced my workload   
efficiently. 
 

5.    Be Inspired  
Look for something that    
inspires you: it can be a sport,       
theatre, art or playing an     
instrument. Focusing on   
something that doesn't have to     
do with school can actually be      
very healthy because it helps     
us distract us from work and      
release stress, thus allowing us     
to come back to school     
refreshed and ready to learn. 
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WHAT SHOULD WE DO WITH CONTROVERSIAL STATUES? 
Juan Méndez-Trelles Sabugal and Eugenia Jiménez-Laiglesia Heredia, Y10, explore the ideas around one of 

the most debated topics of the past few months. 

 

 
Since May 2020, public statues of historical figures have         
been destroyed, removed and vandalised, as a sign of         
protest after the cruel killing of George Floyd. Such acts          
have been perceived as very polemic and controversial,        
and should therefore be considered with caution rather        
than blindly celebrated. Arguably, the removal and       
vandalisation of such statues can be considered to be         
urban terrroism. Is the destruction of historical statues        
really going to help fight off racism? Will it create a better            
world to live in? The obvious answer is no: it will only            
divide people and it will only sow hatred.  
Statues are part of our history, and history is history,          
whether we like it or not. We must preserve history and           
we should never let its memory fade away, as that would           
be fatal for humanity because only through history we can          
learn and evolve as a civilised society.  
Whether we like it or not, these statues are part of our            
heritage: they stand for different values and it would be          
wrong to remove or forget them; furthermore, in some         
cases, they represent human mistakes and their       
remediation, so no statue should ever be removed.  
In addition to this, some statues that are being taken away           
are statues of historical individuals that have, in spite of          
their flaws, indeed worked on constructing a better world,         
as in the case of Christopher Columbus, who not only          
discovered the American continent, but also brought to it a          
religion which put an end to human sacrifices on altars, as           
well as hospitals, culture, technology, universities and the        
list goes on.  
How can we be the ones to judge whether that person is            
worthy of standing in a street as an example? Who          
establishes the criteria? On the basis of what should we be           
the ones to decide their fate? We are nobody to judge           
them, for we have not lived in their era and therefore we            

lack detail and contextual, background information. If       
they are there, it is because of a reason: they are just not             
some random raving lunatic or serial killer, as some         
propaganda tries to suggest- they played a crucial role in          
the history of humanity. 
We are destroying our culture, our history, as well as their           
memory and their dignity, under the pretext of the killing          
of Floyd; this killing was a racist murder and the          
Minneapolis police agents, responsible for his death, have        
felt the hand of justice fall upon them. But we shall not            
demolish statues for the killing. It won't make a difference          
in terms of justice, it won't bring Floyd back to life and it             
will certainly not end racism as it will only perpetuate          
bitterness, hatred and rage.  
To fight off racism we should create laws, educate and          
teach people how to respect each other, how to settle          
disputes with dialogue, how to love each other no matter          
their culture or features, and removing statues won't teach         
us anything more than violence and vandalism.  
Let us not be manipulated by the wrong models: lack of           
respect, lack of solidarity, hatred and bitterness seem to be          
taking over. Let us fight for a better world and let us fight             
it on the frontline, not using the statues as shields, like           
cowards would; let's stand up against racism and let’s         
fight with everything we’ve got, but let’s not destroy what          
has taken wars, conflict and sacrifices to build.  
Let's end racism by bringing people together, not by         
fostering division, because we are as strong as we are          
united, as weak as we are divided, and the removal of           
statues will only split us into two opposite bands, whereas          
bridging our differences will make us achieve a world full          
of love, respect, consensus and harmony. 
 

(Juan Méndez-Trelles, Y10) 
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After the murder of George Floyd in May 2020, civil unrest broke out and several monuments and memorials                  
associated with social injustice were destroyed or removed by protestants. This occurred mainly in the United                
States, but also all around the world. Most of these monuments had been subject to year-long efforts to                  
remove them, sometimes involving legislation or court proceedings. Some of the many statues of              
Christopher Columbus were targeted as well, as voices rose against historic and systemic racism and               
oppression. These events sparkled a world-wide debate about the function of statues, and about whether or                
not it is meaningful to remove them. 
 



Public sculptures and statues have been used as an         

example of power and as a means of expression of          

the values and beliefs of the time they were made.          

Naturally, we have evolved past most of these values         

as a civilization, and now the public is looking for          

justice and representation. The reason why this topic        

is so controversial is that most people choose to gloss          

over uncomfortable parts of our shared past and        

simply move on, but this is not a luxury everyone can           

afford. Victims deserve justice, and it starts with        

taking down the emblems of the idolisation of the         

people who caused them pain. To understand why        

this is important, we must look at what these         

sculptures represent and reflect on their original       

purpose.  

In the U.S, they were intended to celebrate        

confederate generals. In this sense, they are arguably        

a symbol of past and present racism, as they are          

rooted in the ideology of white supremacy. These        

statues normalize racists mentalities and beliefs.      

These statues were used as a reminder in the late 19th           

century to African-Americans that white people held       

power. “It’s not just that the statues represent white         

supremacy, but the purpose of building the statues        

was the perpetuation of white supremacy,” James       

Grossman, executive director of the American      

Historical Association, tells TIME magazine. “This is       

why they put them up in the first place; to affirm the            

centrality of white supremacy to Southern culture”.  

Similarly, in the UK, most of these statues are         

controversial as they are dedicated to people who        

profited from colonisation and slavery, like Edward       

Colston. Removing these statues does not erase       

history, rather, it makes history: taking them down        

becomes a historical moment for the millions of        

people who were affected by their actions, and whose         

voices were not heard. Words like ‘tradition’ and        

‘history’ are used to neutralize any discussion about        

change. By keeping these statues up, we are telling         

natives, black people, and other minorities that the        

people who oppressed them for years deserve to be         

put on a pedestal and idolized. It is unethical and          

cruel. Discussions about taking down these      

monuments have been active since they were put up,         

only silenced, but now people have found their voice.         

They have found the power inside of them to decide          

that it’s not right, and that’s why they are taking          

action. If this sounds too radical, perhaps we should         

take into account the years and the amount of effort          

made requesting such changes, only to be dismissed        

and silenced. Finally, we must remember: the point        

of removing the monuments is to move from the         

symbolism of racism to the substance of racism. 

 

(Eugenia Jiménez-Laiglesia Heredia) 
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CREATIVE WRITING 
David Raibaut Regueras, Y10, shares a favourite poem written during quarantine, and Eugenia Ayala González 

and Valeria Becerra Santos present their own writing.  

 
These past few months have     
been difficult and full of     
boredom. Fortunately for you,    
writers take difficult situations    
as ammunition, and an    
opportunity to write fantastic    
pieces. Here are some of the      
best.  
 
Wish by Erika Fine - a poem       
about quarantine 

The weeks go by, the fourth,      
the fifth, 
And normalcy’s become a    
myth. 
I want to hug, I want to hold, 
I want this deadly scourge     
controlled. 
I want to walk amidst a crowd. 
I want to lift this morbid      
shroud. 
I sit, sequestered in my home, 
And yearn to mingle, travel,     
roam. 
My energy is out of whack — 
I want my normal problems     
back. 
 
The Storm,  
By Eugenia Ayala, Y7B 
I watched a thunderstorm, far     
out over the sea. It began      
quietly, and with nothing    
visible except tall dark clouds     
and a rolling tide. There was      
just a soft murmur of thunder      
as I watched the horizon from      
the balcony. Over the next few      
minutes, the clouds closed and     
reflected lightning to make the     
ocean glow. The thunderheads    

had covered up the sun,     
shadowing the view. It was     
peaceful for a long time. 
I was looking up when the first       
clear thunderbolt struck. It    
blazed against the sky and sea,      
I could see its shape in perfect       
contrast colors when I    
blinked.. The thunder rumbled    
and stuttered as if it could      
hardly keep up. There were     
openings in the cloud now, as      
if the sky were torn, and spots       
of brilliant blue shone above     
the shadowed sea. 
I looked down then, watching     
the waves. Every bolt was     
answered by a moment of     
spreading light on the surface.     
The waves were getting rough,     
rising high and crashing hard     
enough that I could hear them. 
Then came the rain. It came all       
at once soaking the sand,     
filling the sea. It was so dense       
I could only see the lightning      
as flashes of light. It came      
down so hard the thunder was      
drowned. Everything was light    
and shadow, noise and silence,     
blending into all five senses. 
In an instant it stopped. The      
storm broke. The clouds came     
apart like curtains. The rain     
still fell, but softly now. It was       
as if there had never been a       
storm at all, except for a single       
signature. A rainbow, almost    
violently bright, spread above    
and across the water. I could      
see the horizon again. 
 

 
Mistakes Count? 
By Valeria Becerra, Y8  
Tac tac I heard, 
Tac tac again- 
“What’s this, what’s that 
Go away”, I gasped! 
“Bye-bye”, I said, 
“Bye-bye”, I yelled 
But one thing seemed to happen, 
The creature didn’t matter. 
“Go away, 
Out of my home  
Leave me alone!” 
What do I do, 
What can I see? 
Is that a door, may I go in? 
As determined as I was, 
Me, a little girl 
The room I passed. 
I thought, I thought 
 But I didn’t know, 
Was it my imagination? 
Was it just a bad sensation? 
Whoop!I dived in, 
And all of a sudden a rainbow       
came in! 
Woosh woosh wash! 
I opened my eyes, 
It was all dark! 
Was I trapped? 
In the darkness was I? 
What had happened? 
The rainbow was darker? 
All the rainbows all the     
excitement, 
Has it disappeared? 
What do I do- stay here all my        
life? 
I made an error, 
I knew it 
And what I certainly knew 
I wouldn’t unlight the light     
shining through it. 
Because a mistake can’t cost my      
life... 
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NEWS FROM SPACE 
Jaime Calderón Valdazo and Vittorio Ragni Marín, Y8, report on exciting findings about the universe.  

 
Planet Kepler-1649c: our second Earth 
 By Jaime Calderón Valdazo 
 
Scientists discovered the planet    
called Kepler-1649c as they were     
looking through old observations    
from Kepler, which were rejected     
in 2018. While previous searches     
with a computer misidentified it,     
researchers reviewing Kepler took    
a while to recognize it as a       
planet. Out of all the exoplanets      
found by Kepler, this planet     
located about 300 light-years    
from Earth is the most similar to       
Earth in size and temperature.     
Astrobiologists think that there    
could potentially be life on this      
planet thanks to its estimated     
temperature and similarities to    
our own planet.  
 

“This intriguing, distant world    
gives us even greater hope that a       
second Earth lies among the stars,      
waiting to be found,” said     
Thomas Zurbuchen, the associate    
administrator of NASA’s Science    
Mission Directorate. “The data    
gathered by missions like Kepler     
and our Transiting Exoplanet    
Survey Satellite will continue to     
yield amazing discoveries as the     
science community refines its    
abilities to look for promising     
planets year after year."  
This exciting news can make us      
believe that, in the future, if the       
Earth becomes inhabitable, this  
could be a great candidate for      
colonisation. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SpaceX's Starlink satellite 

By Vittorio Ragni Marín 

 
Starlink is a satellite internet     
constellation being constructed by    
SpaceX providing satellite   
internet access. The constellation    
will consist of thousands of     
mass-produced small satellites in    
the Earth’s orbit, working in     
combination with ground   
transreceivers. SpaceX plans to    
sell some of the satellites for      
military, scientific, or exploratory    
purposes. The SpaceX satellite    
development facility in Redmond,    
Washington, houses the Starlink    
research, development,  
manufacturing, and orbit control.    
The cost of the decade-long     

project to design, build, and     
deploy the constellation was    
estimated by SpaceX in May     
2018 to be about $10,000,000. 
This began in 2015. Two     
prototype satellites were launched    
in February 2018. Additional test     
satellites and 60 operational    
satellites were deployed in May     
2019. As of September 2020,     
SpaceX was launching up to 60      
satellites at a time, aiming to      
deploy 1,440 of the 260 kg      
spacecraft to provide near-global    
service by late 2021 or 2022.      
SpaceX planned a private beta     
service in the Northern United     

States and Canada by August     
2020 and a public beta in      
November 2020. 
Concerns were raised about the     
long-term danger of space debris     
from placing thousands of    
satellites above 600 km, and the      
negative impact on optical and     
radio astronomy on Earth. In     
response, SpaceX lowered the    
orbits to 550 km and below, and       
launched prototype satellites with    
anti-reflective coating and an    
experimental sunshade. 
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SPORTS 
Maia Rodríguez Laperche, Y10, reports on important moments in the world of sport which happened 

during the course of the last half-term. 
 

 
 
NBA 
 

 
 
The Angeles Lakers finally    
took the trophy home, ten     
years after winning their last     
NBA championship, becoming   
the 17th. Fans were deeply     
moved as Anthony Davis    
dedicated the win to their     
fellow friend and brother Kobe     
Bryant, who passed away nine     
months ago. Following that,    
Lebron James was named    
Finals MVP and became the     
first player in NBA to be      
named finals MVP with three     
different franchises. 
 
Rafa Nadal wins Rolland    
Garros for the 13th time! 

 
 
The Spaniard won against the     
top 1 ATP ranked Serbian     

player Novak Djokovic,   
making him the King of clay. 
Thanks to the victory of this      
prestigious Grand Slam, Nadal    
equaled Roger Federer number    
of Grand Slams, having won     
both 20. What a beautiful     
achievement for the Majorcan! 
 
Carlos Sainz receives the    
Premio Princesa de Asturias    
de los Deportes 2020. 
This prestigious prize, given to     
very few people, has landed in      
the hands of the twice rally      
world champion, Carlos Sainz.    
The ceremony was held in     
Oviedo, the 16th of October in      
the presence of the awarded     
and the Royal family. 
El Matador won in January     
2020 the Rally Dakar for the      
third time, at the age of 58,       
showing the world how strong     
passion can be. The X-Raid     
Mini team has revealed at the      
beginning of the month that     
Sainz will compete on the     
Dakar 2021, so let's support     
this champion! 
  

 
 

Football 

 
Real Madrid wins the first     
Clásico of this 2020 season- a      
quite peculiar one, due to the      
lack of supporters in the     
stadium. The impressive goal    
of Fede Valverde within the     
first five minutes of the game      
was followed by Jordi Alba’s     
outstanding run and center to     
Ansu Fati, finally scoring and     
leaving the result as 1-1 for the       
first half of this exciting     
match. A clear penalty shot by      
captain Sergio Ramos gave the     
Madrilenian team an   
advantage. As everyone   
thought this was coming to an      
end, the white team decided to      
raise the match and during the      
last minutes of the match,     
Luka Modric showed perfect    
ball control, leaving the goalie     
Neto behind. What a splendid     
match from Los Blancos and     
let's keep it that way! Hala      
Madrid! 
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REVIEWS: CHRISTIE’S ORDEAL BY INNOCENCE 
Claudia Spagnolo Emparanza reviews the all-time classic novel, examining its virtues and flaws. 

 

The other day, I was looking at       
books I could read and I      
curiously came across Ordeal    
by Innocence by Agatha    
Christie. I personally have    
fancied reading some of    
Agatha Christie’s books for a     
while, so this seemed like the      
perfect opportunity. I am an     
easily scared person, but I took      
a risk. This astonishing fiction     
book written by Agatha    
Christie is about a man called      
Dr. Arthur Calgary, who is     
recovering from amnesia and    
discovers that he could have     
provided evidence on a    
scandalous murder trial. This    
trial stated that Jacko Argile     
was the murderer. The victim     
was Jacko's mother and, to     
make matters worse, he died in      
prison. The young man's    
innocence means that someone    
else killed the woman, and     
would certainly kill again to     
remain in the shadows. The     
feelings of tension and guilt     
permeating the story,   
accompanied by a vicious    
desire for vengeance, make    
this book one of Agatha     
Christie's most intriguing and    
outstanding stories. 

I am infatuated with    
‘whodunits’. Therefore, as you    
can imagine, the novel was  

 
devoured by me. I was so      
anxious to find out who the      
slayer was! The writing was     
actually a little archaic, but I      
really admired the focus on     
each individual character and    
on how each had a relationship      
with the murderer and the rest      
of the family.  

I was also besotted with how      
complex and well-thought the    
situation was because, while    
the family was intrigued by     
what Dr Calgary had to say      
about Jack, deep down they     
weren’t really convinced by    
the idea of the murderer being      
anyone else but him. Their     
denial of the truth revealed     
their true personalities,   
emphasizing how they’d rather    
leave everything as it once was      
than see justice served. 

However, in my opinion, there     
was a problem with the plot.      
Christie makes everyone seem    
strongly suspicious throughout   
the whole of the story. When      
you find out who the murderer      
is at the end , it isn’t so        
striking because you were    
already mistrusting everyone. I    
did like how everybody was a      
little suspicious, but it would     
have been more satisfying if     
I’d had  
 
 

 

no idea about who the killer      
was. 

Even so, the book was     
exceptional and I definitely    
want to read more of Christie’s      
work. As long as you are able       
to ignore some antiquated    
phrases, then there’s no reason     
this book can’t be as enjoyable      
as it was 60 years ago. I would        
recommend it to anyone who     
likes mysteries and also to     
anyone looking for a classic     
novel which is fast and easy to       
read.  
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Before you go… 
Can you fill this crossword puzzle using the surnames of our teachers? 
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Across 
2. What's your favorite color? Scotland 
5. La RAE de los year 12 
6. Coca-Cola addict 
7. Gryffindor,Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw or Slytherin 
9. Mozzafiato 
10. Part-time French teacher, full-time singer 
13. Tie fashion icon 
14. Jamboard anyone? 
15. First rule of business: stay out of mine 
16. Our modern Shakespeare 

Down 
1. Salamanca es su alma mater 
3. Maths: the only place where you can buy 74 
watermelons and no one wonders why. 
4. Who says: "wAtCh mE?" 
8. 011011 
10. Isaac Newton who? 
11. French fries 
12. Se llamaba: eL cId cAmPeAdOr 


